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About VisionPoint
> Established in March 2001 & headquartered in Raleigh 
> Specialize in marketing consultation and execution in higher ed 
> Serve: Large & Small; Public & Private; Grad, Post-Grad, Undergrad, CC 
> Clients include Ball Sate University, University of Maryland, Virginia Tech, 

Johns Hopkins, NC State, University of California Santa Barbara, Western 
Carolina University, Texas Tech University and more. 

> Focus on what’s right for our clients (no ‘one size fits all’ approach) 
> Speak nationally & regionally on HE marketing at CASE,                                  

AMA, eduWeb, NCMPR, etc.



What about you?



About Your Institution
> What are your roles?  

> Admissions, Marketing, Content Developer, Webmaster? 
> What challenges are you facing? 
> Are you creating content based on what just so happens to be happening 

that week or the desires of leadership and faculty? 
> Do you have CTAs in places on your site that don’t make sense?



Agenda

1. What is Content Strategy? 

2. Steps to Building an Effective Content Strategy  

3. Content Strategy in Action 



What is content strategy?



Content is KING



Speaker’s Notes
> When we talk about content strategy, we’re talking about providing 

relevant content to specific target groups at the right time. 
> In our experience, the lack of an intentional content strategy is a big 

reason why SO many higher ed websites fail. 
> Marketers are just guessing at what content their visitors want to 

see without a thought-out content strategy. 
> Strategically planned content helps answer the following questions.



Content Strategy 
Planning for the creation, 

delivery and governance of 
useful, useable content.

Where do we put it?
What do we create?

How often do we publish?
Who creates it?



Speaker’s Notes
> Another way to think about content strategy is this: 

> Providing content that means something. 
> To the specific people that you understand, not the entire world. 
> When they are ready for it.



Providing  
RELEVANT CONTENT

to  
SPECIFIC TARGET GROUPS

RIGHT TIME
at the 



Highlights
> established in March 2001 
> certified minority and woman-owned firm 
> located in Raleigh, NC with team of 15 
> specialize in online marketing consultation and execution 
> focus on results and long-term relationships 
> all about higher ed 
> strict attention to account management and process 
> numerous design and business awards 
> focus on what’s right for client 



Speaker’s Notes
> Without a content strategy, your content ecosystem might look a lot 

like a wild wild west free-for-all. 
> Beautiful new territory (website) 
> No rules established 
> Or a few rules with spotty enforcement 
> Resulting in an unruly land that doesn’t serve the goals of your 

institution 
> The good news is, there is a solution! We’ve broken down the 

process of creating a content strategy into 8 steps.



8 Steps  
to an effective content strategy



1. Define your goals 

2. Know thyself (and thy situation) 

3. Know your audience 

4. Define core strategies 

5. Map your engagement process 

6. Brainstorm content types & CTAs 

7. Prioritize & build your content plan 

8. Execute, measure & refine



Our Main Characters



> Founded in 1924; San Diego’s oldest law school 
> Roughly 700 full and part-time students in J.D. program 
> Focus on preparing graduates for the practice of law through hands-on 

clinics and experiences 
> Recognized for community service by State Bar of California and 

President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll 
> Home of the California Innocence Project (#XONR8)

California Western School of Law



Fran the Financially Concerned (24 Years Old)

Prospective Law Student

Family Situation Husband, Robert. No children.

Occupation Executive Assistant in a law firm

Annual Income $35,000

Internet Behavior Email (heavy), search engines (Google), random web browsing

Devices Laptop (MacBook Air 13 in). Heavy mobile device user (iPhone 6)

Tech savviness 4 stars (out of 5)

Uses the  
website for:

Requirements and application information; costs and financial aid 
options (scholarships); contact information; success stories; etc.

> Fran has been working as an Executive Assistant in a law firm in Cincinnati since  
she graduate from college 2 years ago.  

> She likes the firm she works with and has enjoyed the law firm environment so much so that she’s beginning to 

consider a career in law. 

> However, she is very frugal and very financially responsible. If she were to make the decision to go back to school (an 

expensive decision) she would want to know that this move would pay off financially.  

> Fran’s husband has recently been offered a job in southern California, which opens Fran’s school options up to that 

part of the country. 



Define your goals1



Business Goals

User Goals

Enrollment Goals
Brand Goals

Website-specific Goals



Speaker’s Notes
> Goals are the beacon for every decision. Too many colleges and 

universities are cranking out content haphazardly or with a vague, ill-
defined set of goals that usually aren’t measurable. 

> Goals should be specific, measurable and should ultimately 
correspond to institutional goals (strategic plan, business goals, etc.). 
This is the way to get a seat at the table.  

> Develop and implement a content strategy that drives the 
university’s business goals and suddenly the “content folks” are 
playing a crucial, measurable role in building the university’s brand 
and reputation. 

> TIP: There is still a place for communicating news. However, your 
institutional content strategy should be doing MORE than just 
covering news story after news story with no measurable, specific 
goal in mind.  



The importance of 
GOAL SETTING 

& consensus building 



Speaker’s Notes
> We can’t stress enough how important it is to establish clear, 

measurable goals and to GAIN CONSENSUS on those goals before 
you begin any project in earnest.  

> Getting leadership and stakeholders to agree on what you’re 
collectively attempting to accomplish sets up a framework in which 
STRATEGIC decision making can take place over a long stretch of 
time. It takes the “I don’t like it” out of the picture and forces 
decision-makers to be accountable for the goals of the project. 



2Know thyself (and thy situation)



Speaker’s Notes
> Before you can get too far into defining the types of content you 

need to create, it’s important to take a deep dive approach to 
getting to know who you are and what you stand for. In other 
words, know your brand as well as what’s going on outside the 
walls of your institution. 

> External: Understand the context in which your content will exist. 
Take a look at the competitive landscape to see what other 
institutions are doing to reach the target audiences. 

> Internal: Know your brand. What sets you apart from the 
competition? What do you have to offer that is uniquely yours? 
What are your defining characteristics?



Qualitative and quantitative 
website audit

Brand review / workshop

Market research

Stakeholder Interviews  
(Listening Tour)Institutional strategic 

planning

Evaluate current  
content ecosystem

SWOT



Speaker’s Notes
> As you can see, there are lots of ways to do this. These are a few 

examples of what we consider to be foundational research tasks. 
> Feel free to add additional research based on the unique needs of 

your institution.  
> Ultimately, the goal of this research is to understand two things: 

> Your Context 
> Your Brand



Context



Speaker’s Notes
> We’ll start with an example from California Western School of Law. 
> When we started working with CWSL, legal education was in a bit 

of a crisis mode: 
> It was facing significant change and much of it was in reaction 

to what was going on in the legal profession where clients 
were no longer willing to pay big fees for associates.  

> They rightfully wanted to pay practice-ready lawyers, not their 
apprentices.  

> A groundswell cry for practice-ready law school graduates 
was heard. 





Speaker’s Notes
> We all know about the difficulties in perception that higher ed and 

graduate level programs have been facing. 
> The public is asking if it’s worth it, demanding ROI, up in arms about 

the costs. 
> This leads to a highly competitive landscape for us all and a legal 

education is no exception.





Brand



Institutions of higher ed can be 
a lot like white sports cars.



Brand Messaging

This is what you look like to your target audiences.



Speaker’s Notes
> When looking for that new white sports car, the consumer will 

notice that all of their options are: 
> Similar in price ranges 
> Similar in features 
> Similar in specs 

> Having so many options to choose from that can be confusing and 
they all offer the same thing when it comes right down to it. 

> This is similar to how prospective students look at schools: 
> They all pretty much look the same 
> They all offer various degrees



Unless you have a  
STRONG BRAND 

there’s little reason for 
prospective students to choose 

you over another offering  
in their considered set. 



Speaker’s Notes
> This is exactly that challenge that CWSL was facing. They had a bit 

of an “all things to all people” approach, which only diluted their 
brand and created disillusioned students who eventually figure out 
that they couldn’t be all of those things.  

> One of the foundational threads of a strong content strategy is a 
strong brand (identity, message, promise). We think of the 
components of a good brand as Pillars & Attributes. 



Brand Pillars focus on what the 
institution delivers and are typically 
about benefits and differentiators.



Brand Attributes can be seen as 
personality traits that help define the 

personality or culture of the institution. 



THE CWSL BRAND

Welcoming 

Supportive 

Authentic 

Creative 

Bold

ATTRIBUTES 

Profession Ready 

Champions of Justice 

Commitment to Excellence 

Supportive Learning Community

PILLARS 



Why is a clearly defined brand 
SO important to a successful 

Content Strategy?

PILLARS guide the subject matter for the content you need to create. 

ATTRIBUTES define the voice and tone of that content. 



Know thy audience3





Speaker’s Notes
> While this may be how more and more people are feeling about 

higher ed, contrary to popular belief, there are still a LOT of 
prospective students who want, and can afford, a graduate degree 
of one form or another.  

> The challenge is knowing which ones are a right fit for your school 
or program, and how to make them aware of that fit. You don’t 
want massive numbers of applicants who are either unqualified or 
aren’t a good fit. 



Marketing Personas



What is a marketing persona?
A marketing persona is a fictional character that represents a set 
of your real target audience (market segments). The persona 
should represent the goals, attitudes (toward the institution, 
technology, etc.), demographics, and general behavior patterns 
of carefully chosen subsets of your audience(s). 





CWSL Personas



The personas

Susanna the Socially Motivated

Nate the Novice 

Fran the Financially Concerned

Mike the Marine



Gut check: align personas with your situation
> Fran the Financially Concerned 

A very common persona in higher ed these days.  
Struggles with the value of higher ed & ROI from a degree. 

> Nate the Novice 
We see a lot of Nates in legal education.  
Admissions team frequently answers questions that Nate has. 

> Susanna the Socially Conscious 
Aligns with school’s pillars, values, and unique offerings 

> Mike the Marine 
San Diego hosts many Marines who get financial assistance. 
CWSL has a strong history with the military.



Fran the Financially Concerned (24 Years Old)

Prospective Law Student

Family Situation Husband, Robert. No children.

Occupation Executive Assistant in a law firm

Annual Income $35,000

Internet Behavior Email (heavy), search engines (Google), random web browsing

Devices Laptop (MacBook Air 13 in). Heavy mobile device user (iPhone 6)

Tech savviness 4 stars (out of 5)

Uses the  
website for:

Requirements and application information; costs and financial aid 
options (scholarships); contact information; success stories; etc.

> Fran has been working as an Executive Assistant in a law firm in Cincinnati since  
she graduate from college 2 years ago.  

> She likes the firm she works with and has enjoyed the law firm environment so much so that she’s beginning to 

consider a career in law. 

> However, she is very frugal and very financially responsible. If she were to make the decision to go back to school (an 

expensive decision) she would want to know that this move would pay off financially.  

> Fran’s husband has recently been offered a job in southern California, which opens Fran’s school options up to that 

part of the country. 



Define Core Strategies4



What is a strategy?



Speaker’s Notes
> Strategies guide where to invest and where not to invest your finite 

budget. They tether your tactics back to your goals.  
> It’s easy to want to jump straight into the work of creating new 

content, but that can get out of hand and doesn’t necessarily 
hold you accountable to your goals.  

> Your strategy is your game plan. It’s not the actual plays you run, 
it’s the overall approach.   
> It helps you make the decisions that determine how to spend 

your time & money (which is the PLAN).



GOAL 
• Win game 

SWOT 
• Us = strong running game 
• Them = explosive passing game 

STRATEGY 
• Control clock with run game 
• Confuse them with different D looks 

PLAN 
• O: Draw 
• O: Slant 
• O: Reverse 
• D: Blitzes 
• D: Nickel



Strategies for CWSL

> Prove all pillars and own Profession Ready.  
> Within two years from now, we want current and prospective 

students, as well as faculty to automatically include “profession 
ready” proof points as they describe California Western.  

> “Profession Ready” should be a primary driver of content 
selection. 

> It’s all about them. 
> If the content does not drive interest, inform or engage your 

target audience, then you shouldn’t invest into creating that 
content. 

> Show me, don’t tell me. 
> Similar to proving out brand pillars, but different in that it’s more  

of an approach to storytelling and ensuring that the content is 
developed in a way that relies on proof points, authenticity and 
real life situations.



Map your engagement process  
(aka: the sales funnel)5



What the heck is a sales 
funnel anyway?!



The buying cycle a consumer 
goes through from the time they 
identify a need for a product or 
service to actually purchasing 
or becoming an advocate of 

that product or service.



The sales funnel (and another car example)



Example: Buying a new car

Top of the funnel: I need a car (my car died, my kid took 
my car, I had an accident). What type of car do I want/
need?  
I’ve identified which types of cars I am most interested in.

AWARENESS



Example: Buying a new car

Top of the funnel: I need a car (my car died, my kid took 
my car, I had an accident). What type of car do I want/
need?  
I’ve identified which types of cars I am most interested in.

Middle of the funnel: I’m visiting dealerships and 
continuing my research to get more information (cost, 
features, safety) about each car.INTERACTION



Example: Buying a new car

Top of the funnel: I need a car (my car died, my kid took 
my car, I had an accident). What type of car do I want/
need?  
I’ve identified which types of cars I am most interested in.

Middle of the funnel: I’m visiting dealerships and 
continuing my research to get more information (cost, 
features, safety) about each car.

Bottom of the funnel: I’ve selected a car and am going 
to buy it.PURCHASE 



Higher Ed has a(n)  
Sales Funnel

Engagement



APPLY  
NOW!!!



Speaker’s Notes
> We all understand that “applying” is our ultimate goal for a 

prospective student. 
> But they’re not quite ready yet. Your audience is still looking for 

other information that will help guide their decision making process.



Engagement Funnel in Graduate Enrollment: TOF

Let prospective students know you’re  
an option 

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT: 

• Identifies need for advanced degree (career 
change, make more money, professional 
development, etc.) 

• Becomes aware of your school or program 
(through research online, advertising, WOM, etc.) 

• Begins to form selection criteria (cost, ranking, 
location, offerings, faculty, ROI, FA options, etc.) 

• Narrows down considered set (your school or 
program is a viable option)

AWARENESS 



Engagement Funnel in Graduate Enrollment: MOF

Opportunity to engage with the 
prospective student 

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT: 

• Reaches out to school or program for more 
information (download viewbook, various content 
offers, etc.) 

• Attend in-person and/or online events (info 
sessions, campus visits, live chat, phone call, etc.) 

• Digs deeper into research (asks students/others 
about reputation, brand)

INTERACTION 



Engagement Funnel in Graduate Enrollment: BOF

Converts from prospective student to 
applicant 

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT: 

• Prepares to apply (gathers all documentation, works 
through app check list, etc.) 

• Begins application process (starts the application, 
reaches out for recommendations, writes essay, 
submit test scores) 

• Submits completed application

APPLY 



Speaker’s Notes
> Takeaway #1: You have to customize your own engagement funnel 

based on your goals with your audiences. 
> Takeaway #2: It’s a funnel and not a cylinder. You need more 

people in at the top in order to have the right number convert and 
enroll at the bottom. 



Brainstorm content & CTAs6



Admissions + Marketing
> The Admissions team knows your target audience better than 

anyone else. They meet them in person, field their phone calls, take 
them on tours and are probably the best group for knowing that 
makes these folks tick and what types of things they are 
interested in and need to see on the website. 

> At CWSL, we brought the Admissions team in from day 1 and kept 
them engaged throughout the entire process. They were involved 
in all brainstorms and we used them as a sounding board to test 
our assumptions. 
> Together, we came up with content ideas that were driven by 

the strategies and that proved out the brand pillars.





Speaker’s Notes
> The next few slides bring together everything we’ve done so far.  

> In other words, this is really important to creating an effective 
content strategy! 

> The following slides represent examples of specific content that 
speak to ONE persona at each stage of the engagement process. 
> Remember Fran the Frugal? This is how you would tailor your 

content to address her unique needs. 



Fran the Prospective Student // TOF

Content Examples 

• How to live in San Diego on the cheap 

• ROI of a law degree 

• Scholarships / options for funding your education 

CTA Examples 

• Download white paper (ex: What is the real cost of 
law school?) 

• Sign up for webinar (ex: How to make law school 
affordable) 

• Financial Aid checklist / calculator

AWARENESS 



INTERACTION 

Fran the Prospective Student // MOF

Content Examples 

• Focus on Profession Ready brand promise & 
corresponding key message points 

• Requirements information focusing on financial support 

• Offerings available to students related to career 
planning services (STEPPS, Clinical Internship) 

CTA Examples 

• Download internship program brochure + viewbook 

• Attend alumni webinar (ex: Success Stories in 
Immediate Hires) 

• Attend upcoming Law Fair (meet CWSL reps) 

• Read Career Services blog 

• Chat with CWSL alumnus near you (Contact 
Admissions) 

• View upcoming Career Services events (ex: Tips for 
Law Job Interviews)



Fran the Prospective Student // BOF

Content Examples 

• Financial aid application process 

• Important dates & deadlines 

• ROI comparison to competitor schools 

• Continued emphasis on Profession Ready key 
messaging points 

CTA Examples 

• Schedule Financial Aid consultation 

• Connect with a current student 

• Connect with Career Services rep 

• Apply now

APPLY 



Prioritize & build your content plan7



Speaker’s Notes
> Now that you have all of these phenomenal ideas, it’s time to 

reconcile them with the realities of time, budget and resources. 
> What will you actually create? 
> You’re probably going to have a TON of ideas that, if implemented, 

will go a long way in helping achieve your goals. 
> Then, reality is going to set in and you’ll realize you probably don’t 

have the money, the time and/or the resources to do all this. 



Content Plan 
(Publishing Schedule // aka: a big honkin’ spreadsheet)



Content Plan
> Publishing Date 
> Draft and approval dates 
> Channel / website section it 

supports 
> Resources: Authors, 

contributors, videographers, 
designers, etc. 

> Persona or universal?
> Stage of funnel supports 
> Value to audience: WIIFM, 

why should they consume it? 
> Pillar / Attribute focus 

> CTA / Aligned offers 
> Abstract 
> Suggested Headline 
> Direction for photography, 

videography, etc. 
> Keyword targets 
> Tags
> Distribution to which 

additional outlets (social sites, 
etc.)

> Final URL





Reality sets in…



TIME
BUDGET

RESOURCES



Prioritization

> Consider your content audit results (what all is out there, is it  
good, where does it fit in the funnel?)  

> Content that is compelling to a large audience trumps narrowly 
focused content appealing to a smaller segment. 

> Invest content into area of the funnel that needs most 
improvement. 
> Make sure your top of the funnel content is solid before investing 

into later stages of funnel.  
> Consider resources required to create and the potential impact  

of content (Content ROI).



Execute, measure & refine8



Execute, Measure, Refine. 
(aka: Lather, Rinse, Repeat.)



Speaker’s Notes
> The beauty and horror of this is that it is a never ending, iterative 

process.  
> You have to go through the process to refine and make sure you 

know what’s working and what’s not working to accomplish your 
goals.



Content Strategy in Action









Thank you!
Follow us: @vispoint


